We present a speech enhancement algorithm that performs modulation-domain Kalman filtering to track the speech phase using circular statistics, along with the spectral logamplitudes of speech and noise. In the proposed algorithm, the speech phase posterior is used to create an enhanced speech phase spectrum for the signal reconstruction of speech. The Kalman filter prediction step separately models the temporal inter-frame correlation of the speech and noise spectral log-amplitudes and of the speech phase, while the Kalman filter update step models their nonlinear relations under the assumption that speech and noise add in the complex short-time Fourier transform domain. The phasesensitive enhancement algorithm is evaluated with speech quality and intelligibility metrics, using a variety of noise types over a range of SNRs. Instrumental measures predict that tracking the speech log-spectrum and phase with modulation-domain Kalman filtering leads to consistent improvements in speech quality, over both conventional enhancement algorithms and other algorithms that perform modulation-domain Kalman filtering.
I. INTRODUCTION
S PEECH enhancement in non-stationary noise environments is a challenging research area. The modulation domain is an often-used representation in models of the human auditory system; in enhancement, the modulation domain can be used to model the temporal inter-frame correlation of frames rather than treating each frame independently, [1] , [2] . A number of authors have found that the performance of a speech enhancer can be improved by using a speech model that imposes temporal structure, [3] - [5] . Inter-frame speech correlation modelling can be performed with a Kalman filter (KF) with a state of low dimension, as in [1] and [6] . The enhancement algorithms in Chapter 5 of [7] track the time evolution of the speech Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) amplitude domain coefficients. In [8] , speech inter-frame correlation is modeled. Considering KF algorithms, many papers, such as [9] , [10] and [11] , utilise the nonlinear observation model relating clean and noisy speech in the log-spectral domain.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TASLP. 2018.2800525 An overview of traditional statistical-based enhancement algorithms is given in Chapter 7 of [12] . Whereas these algorithms treat each frame independently, an alternative approach performs filtering in the modulation domain to model the time correlation of speech. Inter-frame speech correlation modelling can help enhancement algorithms achieve greater noise reduction with reduced speech distortion, [13] . Modulation-domain Kalman filtering refers to sequentially updating the statistics of speech imposing temporal constraints on the estimation of the spectrum with a KF prediction step. In [14] and [15] , speech tracking is presented. A number of authors perform Kalman filtering in the amplitude spectral domain assuming additivity of speech and noise in the same domain, [1] , [16] , [17] .
A number of enhancement algorithms have been proposed that use a KF in the time domain and many of them are based on [18] . Kalman filtering in the time domain, [18] , [19] , is different from modulation-domain Kalman filtering, [1] , [2] . Kalman filtering in the time domain changes the spectrum, without explicitly computing it. According to [1] , [6] and [20] , modulationdomain Kalman filtering operates in a spectral time-frequency domain and changes the modulation spectrum, without explicitly computing the modulation spectrum.
Existing enhancement KF algorithms that work in the timefrequency domain differ in their choice of the KF state, the KF prediction and the KF update. The KF state can be in the speech amplitude spectral domain, [1] , [16] , the power spectral domain or the log-spectral domain, [21] , [22] . Speech spectra are well modelled by Gaussians in the log-spectral domain (and not so well in other domains), mean squared errors in the log-spectral domain are a good measure to use for perceptual speech quality and the not non-negative log-spectral domain is most suitable for infinite-support Gaussian modelling.
The KF update is affected by the signal model used for the addition of speech and noise, [23] . If speech and noise are independent, then they add in the complex STFT domain, [24] , [25] ; it may however be analytically simpler to assume that speech and noise add either in the power spectral domain or the amplitude spectral domain, [1] , [16] . These alternative models are related to assumptions about the phase factor, the cosine of the phase difference between speech and noise, [24] , considered in Chapter 4 of [26] . Assuming speech and noise additivity in the power domain is equivalent to assuming that the phase factor is zero. Assuming speech and noise additivity in the amplitude domain is equivalent to assuming that the phase factor is unity. The KF algorithms in [1] , [16] and [17] assume that speech and noise add in the amplitude domain that 2329-9290 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
results in noise oversubtraction in the region of SNR = 0 dB and may sometimes be perceptually beneficial, [12] . Noise tracking using a KF of low order in a spectral timefrequency domain can be beneficial for speech enhancement and a number of authors advocate this, [7] , [27] . Noise tracking is performed in [28] , in [29] and in the algorithm in [20] .
Enhancement algorithms can benefit either from modelling the phase factor, [21] , or from estimating the speech phase itself, [30] . The two related but distinct issues here are: (a) modelling the phase factor allows a better estimate of the speech amplitude, and (b) modelling the phase itself allows a better estimate of the speech phase. Both (a) and (b) can improve the performance of the enhancer. The phase factor is considered in [24] and [31] ; the phase factor is assumed to be zero in [11] . Estimating the speech phase and not estimating the noise phase does not affect the phase factor distribution since if the noise phase is uniformly distributed, the difference of the speech and noise phases is also uniformly distributed.
Recent research has shown the importance of estimating the speech phase: approximating the speech phase by the noisy phase can degrade the performance of enhancement algorithms. The estimation of the speech phase has been addressed in [30] , [32] and [33] . Circular statistics take phase periodicity explicitly into account so that speech phase tracking does not fail when the discontinuity between −π and π is crossed, [34] . The speech phase is not perceptually irrelevant, [35] , [36] , and in low SNRs, the ear is sensitive to the phase. In [30] and [37] , several speech phase estimation algorithms are evaluated.
In this paper, we perform phase-sensitive speech enhancement using modulation-domain Kalman filtering in the logspectral domain, performing speech phase tracking with circular probability distributions and a nonlinear KF update step. In this paper, speech and noise are taken to be additive in the complex STFT domain, as in [21] and [22] . Modulation-domain Kalman filtering is performed using speech phase inter-frame correlation modelling and a KF update that uses local priors for the speech phase. In the KF update step, the posterior distributions of the speech phase and of the speech and noise log-spectra are computed using a specific four-dimensional distribution parameterization. A particular feature of this work is that the log-amplitude spectrum is used along with a nonlinear KF update step that computes the first two moments of the posterior distributions of the speech phase and of the speech and noise log-spectra. Speech enhancement is performed in the spectral log-amplitude timefrequency domain using a KF to model inter-frame correlations. The reasons for choosing the log-spectral time-frequency domain are related to the observation that good statistical models of speech and noise exist in the log-spectral domain. In this work, as in [21] and [22] , regarding speech and noise estimation, modulation-domain Kalman filtering refers to imposing temporal inter-frame constraints in the log-spectral domain.
In this paper, the temporal dynamics of the speech logspectrum and phase are modelled using the KF prediction step. In the KF update, the estimated dynamics of the speech log-spectrum and phase are combined with the observed noisy log-spectrum and phase to obtain a minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimate of the speech log-spectrum and phase.
As a main contribution, we advance modulation-domain Kalman filtering to include speech phase tracking, along with joint speech and noise spectral log-amplitudes tracking. Speech enhancement using modulation-domain Kalman filtering in the spectral log-amplitude and phase domains can now be performed and understood with this paper. The ordinary technique in order to incorporate the speech phase is to track the complex STFT domain of speech or the real and imaginary parts of the STFT domain of speech, [15] , [38] , or the log real and log imaginary parts of the complex STFT domain of speech.
This paper presents a Kalman filtering framework to perform speech phase tracking. We create a KF prediction step that separately models the inter-frame relations of the speech log-spectrum, the speech phase and the noise log-spectrum. In addition, we formulate a phase-sensitive KF update step that models the nonlinear relations between the speech phase and the speech and noise spectral log-amplitudes. The KF update step computes the first two moments of the posterior using both the phase difference between noise and speech and the phase difference between noisy speech and speech.
The main difference between the proposed KF-based enhancement algorithm and the algorithms in [21] and [22] is that speech phase tracking is now performed along with joint speech and noise log-spectra tracking. The KF update step in this paper is different from the KF update in [21] and takes into account both the phase factor and the speech phase.
The proposed algorithm differs from the modulation-domain Kalman filtering algorithm in [1] in using the log-amplitude spectrum as the KF state, tracking the speech phase and using a phase-aware KF update step based on the additivity of speech and noise in the complex STFT domain. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm differs from the modulation-domain Kalman filtering algorithms in [6] , [16] , [17] and [20] in tracking and estimating the speech phase. Finally, the proposed algorithm differs from the phase-sensitive enhancement algorithms in [39] , [40] and [41] in estimating the first and second moments of the distributions of the speech phase and of the speech and noise log-spectra and propagating them in the KF loop using a nonlinear KF update. The speech spectral amplitude and phase are estimated in [41] using the local SNR and the phase difference between noisy speech and speech. The enhancement algorithm in [42] estimates the speech phase using a Gaussian mixture model for speech in the log-spectral domain.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II presents the signal model, Section III describes the phase-sensitive enhancement algorithm that tracks the speech phase and Sections IV and V present the implementation and evaluation of the algorithm, respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SIGNAL MODEL AND NOTATION
In the time domain, the noisy speech signal,ỹ(l), is given byỹ(l) =s(l) +ñ(l), wheres(l) andñ(l) are the clean speech and additive noise, respectively, and l is the discrete time index. Applying the STFT, we obtain Y t (k) = S t (k) + N t (k) where t indexes the time-frame and k the frequency bin. Within the KF algorithm, frequency bins are processed independently and for clarity, in the remainder of this paper, the frequency bin index, k, is omitted and the time-frame index, t, is included only in equations that involve multiple time-frames.
In the complex STFT domain, we have: Y = S + N ⇔ |Y |e j θ = |S|e j φ + |N |e j ψ where the noisy speech phase is θ, the speech phase is φ and the noise phase is ψ. The STFT spectral log-amplitudes of the noisy speech, speech and noise are denoted by y = log |Y |, s = log |S| and n = log |N |.
Substituting for |Y |, |S| and |N | in the STFT coefficients gives e y +j θ = e s+j φ + e n +j ψ . We define the relative phases of the noisy speech and speech and of the noise and speech by δ = θ − φ and γ = ψ − φ, respectively. Fig. 1 depicts the complex STFT phasors. Substituting for (θ − φ) and (ψ − φ) gives e y +j δ = e s + e n +j γ . If δ and γ are chosen to lie in the range [−π, π), then, since e s is real and positive, δ and γ will have the same sign, i.e. sgn(δ) = sgn(γ). If S and N are independent, then γ is uniformly distributed, γ ∼ U (−π, π).
In this paper, s t|t−1 = E {s t | Y t−1 } denotes the mean of a random variable, s t , given all the noisy complex STFT coefficients up to frame (t − 1). The semicolon, ;, denotes vertical concatenation of vectors, (x 1 ;
A. Circular Distributions and Moments
The distribution of a phase, φ, is commonly modelled using either the von Mises (vM) distribution or the Wrapped Normal (WN) distribution which are both defined by two parameters. In both cases, the distibution can be uniquely defined by its complex-valued first circular moment, E{exp(jφ)}, [34] . The vM distribution and its first circular moment are given by
where μ (φ) and κ (φ) are the mean and concentration of the vM distribution and I 0 (x) and I 1 (x) are the Bessel functions of order zero and one, [34] . In (2), the first circular moment of the vM distribution, E{exp(jφ)}, is exp(jμ (φ) )F (κ (φ) ), where the function F (κ) = I 1 (κ) I 0 (κ) is the ratio of Bessel functions. We denote the vM distribution with mean μ
. For a given first circular moment, m 1 = |m 1 |e j ∠m 1 , the vM distribution with this m 1 has density vM(∠m 1 , F −1 (|m 1 |)) where F −1 (.) is the inverse of F (.). The blocks in the dotted rectangle constitute the KF that tracks the speech and noise logspectra, (s, n), and the speech phase, φ. In the dotted rectangle, the term z −1 refers to one-frame delay. As described in Section III-B, the parameter sets Ω 1 and Ω 2 are {a (s) In this paper, as in [39] and in contrast to [43] , we choose to use the circular vM distribution and not the WN distribution.
In particular, we model the distribution of the speech phase, φ, with a vM distribution because its probability density function,
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM

A. Overview of the Algorithm
The flowchart diagram of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . The core of the algorithm is the KF enclosed in the figure by a dotted line. The KF tracks the posterior distributions of the speech phase and of the log-spectra of both the speech and the noise. Rather than tracking the speech phase, φ, directly, it is more convenient to track the unit-magnitude complex quantity, exp(jφ), since this eliminates the discontinuity at ±π.
The algorithm's first step is to transform the noisy speech signal into the time-frequency domain using the STFT. The algorithm considers the spectral amplitude and phase of the noisy speech separately. The noisy spectral amplitude is used in three ways: (a) it is converted to the log-spectral domain and used as the KF observation together with the noisy phase, θ, (b) it is pre-cleaned, using a conventional speech enhancer, and is used for speech autoregressive (AR) modelling of order p in the log-spectral domain, and (c) it is used for noise AR modelling of order q in the log-spectral domain. The noisy phase, θ, is represented as a unit magnitude phasor, exp(jθ), which is used for phase complex AR modelling of order 1.
For the prediction step of the KF, autoregressive AR models are estimated for exp(jφ) and for the log-spectra of speech and noise. To estimate the speech log-spectrum AR model, the noisy speech spectrum is pre-cleaned using a conventional speech enhancer, converted to the log-spectral domain and then divided into overlapping modulation frames followed by AR analysis.
To estimate the AR model for exp(jφ), the noisy phase is converted to the complex domain and is divided into overlapping modulation frames followed by AR analysis.
The linear KF prediction step (described in Section III-B) uses the results of the AR analysis to predict the KF state in the current time-frame, t, from past observations, from Y t−1 .
The KF update (described in Sections III-C and III-D) is nonlinear and combines the output of the KF prediction step, the prior, with the observed noisy speech log-spectrum and phase while incorporating an additional prior distribution for the noise log-spectrum (Section III-F). This noise prior distribution is determined using an independent noise power estimator.
The algorithm's final step is to extract the estimated speech log-spectrum and phase of the current frame from the KF state vector and to combine these to generate the corresponding STFT coefficient. The inverse STFT (ISTFT) is then used to reconstruct the enhanced speech signal in the time domain.
B. The KF State and the KF Prediction Step
In Fig. 2 , within the dotted rectangle, the KF state vector, x t , has dimension (p + q + 1) and may be partitioned as
where the speech KF state is x (s) t , the noise KF state is x (n) t and the phase KF state is x (p) t . For x (s) t , the signal model is
where 1 p denotes the unity vector, 1 p ∈ R p . In (7), ζ (s) t ∈ R is the AR mean, w (s) t ∈ R p with only its first element being non-zero is zero-mean with covariance matrix Q (s) t and
where I (p−1) denotes the identity matrix, I p ∈ R p×p , and 0 (p−1)×1 denotes the zero matrix, 0 p×p ∈ R p×p . In (7), the speech KF transition matrix is A (s) t , the speech KF transition noise covariance matrix is Q (s) t and the speech KF transition noise is w (s) t . The speech KF transition noise is zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix Q (s) t . The vector of speech AR coefficients is a (s) t ∈ R p and the variance of the transition noise is (s) t . Also, the prior of x (s) t is denoted by x (s) t|t−1 . In the linear KF prediction equation, (7) , A (s) t , ζ (s) t and Q (s) t are estimated from AR(p) modelling, AR modelling of order p, as described in Section III-G. The AR mean, ζ (s) t , is the mean speech log-amplitude estimated as a speech AR parameter.
The speech KF state, x (s) t , consists of a speech KF state mean, μ μ μ (s) t ∈ R p , and a speech KF state covariance matrix,
For the noise KF state, x (n) t , the inter-frame correlation between adjacent noise frames is modelled in the log-spectral domain using a noise KF prediction step that is based on noise AR(q) modelling described in Section III-G. Corresponding to (10) and (11), the noise KF prediction step equations are
where the quantities with the superscript (n) refer to the noise KF state and are analogous to the speech quantities. We now define the parameter set Ω 1 , which is shown in Fig. 2 
where
The KF prediction step equations for the mean, μ μ μ (j) t , and covariance matrix, P (j) t , are therefore
where P (j) t|t is decomposed as shown in (21) and where the offdiagonal blocks, Z t|t , are, in general, non-zero.
Although S and N are independent, their posteriors given Y are dependent and the KF algorithm tracks the correlation between speech and noise in the log-spectral domain, [21] .
For the speech phase KF state, 
The prior distribution of the phase is fully defined by the com-
Using exp(jφ t ) as the speech phase KF state leads to E{exp(jφ) exp(−jφ)} = 1 and, in turn, this leads to (22) . According to (22) , μ (p) t uniquely defines P (p) t . Therefore, the KF algorithm tracks the speech phase KF state mean, μ (p) t , and does not utilise
It should be noted that μ μ μ t and P (j) t do not have the same dimensions because μ μ μ t includes both μ μ μ (j) t|t−1 and μ (p) t . Fig. 3 shows how the speech phase KF state, x (p) t , evolves over time. The three main points of Fig. 3 
t−1|t−1 and from the two parameters of complex AR(1) modelling, and (c) the speech phase posterior, x (p) t|t , given the noisy y and θ is calculated using the log-spectrum local priors of (s, n) from the KF prediction step. Regarding (b), the two parameters of the complex AR modelling are the AR coefficient, A (p) t ∈ C, and the speech phase KF transition noise variance, (p) t ∈ R. For the speech phase KF prediction step, the KF uses
where the term exp(−0.5 (p) t ) approximates the Bessel ratio factor in (2) and decreases the absolute value of
to account for the transition noise variance, (p) t . Equation (24) shows how μ (p) t changes in the speech phase KF prediction step and how μ (p) t|t−1 is obtained using A (p) t and (p) t , which reduces the absolute value of the complex first circular moment considering the uncertainty in the complex AR prediction.
We now define the parameter set Ω 2 , shown in Fig. 2 , by
t , (p) t }, according to (24) and Fig. 3 . The phase KF update is speech-log-spectrum-sensitive, as seen in Fig. 3 . Likewise, the speech log-spectrum KF update is speech-phase-sensitive. The modulation-domain Kalman filtering algorithm does not track the correlation between φ and (s, n), assuming that p(s, n, φ) = p(s, n) p(φ), but tracks μ μ μ t and P (j) t and, according to Sections III-C and III-D, performs phase-aware spectral log-amplitude estimation. Correlation between the concentration parameter of the vM distribution of the speech phase and the speech log-spectrum exists in voiced frames, compared to unvoiced/silent frames, and this is why phase-aware log-spectrum estimation is performed. In voiced frames, complex AR modelling for the speech phase and the speech phase KF prediction step are most beneficial.
C. The Decorrelation and Recorrelation Steps
The algorithm performs the update
and, then, computes x (j) t|t . To perform the KF update, to compute x (j) t|t , the KF state vector, x t|t−1 , is first transformed as in [7, Sec. 5.3.2.3] so that the elements corresponding to the current frame, (s t ; n t ), are uncorrelated with the other elements of the KF state. This decorrelation allows the mean and the covariance matrix of the current-frame elements, (s t ; n t ), to be updated as described in Section III-D without affecting the mean and covariance matrix of the other state vector elements. Finally, the transformation is inverted in order to restore the original KF state vector.
The KF state, x t , is of dimension (p + q + 1), where p ≥ 1 and q ≥ 1, and the KF update step operates on the currenttime elements, (s t ; n t ; exp(jφ t )). The KF update estimates the posterior of (s t ; n t ; exp(jφ t )) using the observed y t , θ t .
In the KF prediction step presented in Section III-B, the priors, μ μ μ (j) t|t−1 and P (j) t|t−1 , are calculated in (18) and (19) . In the nonlinear KF update step in Section III-D, the posteriors,μ μ μ (j) t|t andP (j) t|t , are found. This section shows how the decorrelation and recorrelation steps are used to calculate μ μ μ (j) t|t and P (j) t|t . Before performing the nonlinear KF update step, the elements of the current time-frame in the KF state are decorrelated with respect to the other elements of the KF state. The decorrelation operation is a two step procedure. Before actually decorrelating via a decorrelation matrix, C, the current time-frame elements are first rearranged/swapped via a permutation matrix, B. The speech and noise state vector, x (j) , is multiplied by the matrix D = CB where the permutation matrix, B, swaps elements 2 and (p + 1) of the vector x (j) so that the first two elements relate to the current state. The permutation matrix, B ∈ R (p+q )×(p+q ) , is given by B = [e 1 e p+1 e 3 e 4 . . . e p e 2 e p+2 . . . e p+q ] T (26) where e i is the i-th column of the identity matrix. The transformation matrix, D, is chosen to decorrelate the current frame elements, s t and n t , from the rest of the state vector. The multiple-element decorrelation operation preserves the inter-frame correlation that is created from the KF prediction step so that the algorithm performs the KF update step with the variables in the current time-frame.
The covariance matrix, BP (j) t|t−1 B T , is first decomposed as
where P (j) t|t−1 is defined in (19) and where the dimensions of the sub-matrices are: P A ∈ R 2×2 , P B ∈ R (p+q −2)×2 and P C ∈ R (p+q −2)×(p+q −2) . The subscript t|t − 1 of P A , P B and P C is omitted for clarity in (27)- (31) .
We note that a sufficient condition for the sub-matrix P A to be non-singular is that (s) t and (n) t are non-zero. Then, the decorrelation matrix, C, is
Using a breve diacritic to indicate the transformed domain, the transformed mean and covariance matrix arȇ
From this point onwards, we include the subscript t|t − 1 in the sub-matrices of P A , P B , P C andP C . The decorrelation step is the linear transformation in (29) and (30) . In (29) , the vectorμ μ μ (j) C,t|t−1 ∈ R (p+q −2) contains the elements that will not change in the transformed KF state mean after the KF update step in Section III-D.
In (27) and (30), we observe that P A is preserved after the multiple-element decorrelation step. This is important since P A is updated in the KF update in Section III-D. After the KF update in Section III-D, the inverse transformation is applied with
Equations (32) and (33) constitute the recorrelation step. In (32) and (33), the posteriorsμ μ μ (j) t|t andP (j) t|t are computed using the equations in (34) and (36) . Now,μ μ μ (j) t|t is defined by
whereμ μ μ (j) C,t|t−1 is defined in (29) and where s t|t = E{s t |Y t } is defined in Section II. According to (35) ,μ μ μ (j) C,t|t−1 is not altered. The posterior covariance matrix,P (j) t|t , is obtained by replacing P A,t|t−1 in (30) byP A,t|t to givȇ
whereP A,t|t is obtained from the KF update step in Section III-D. According to (37) , we note thatP C,t|t−1 is not altered. In Section III-D, E{(s t ; n t ; x (p) t ) | Y t } is calculated along with the covariance matrix of the first two elements of this vector.
D. The Phase-Sensitive KF Update Step
This section describes the evaluation of the quantities needed to perform the phase-sensitive KF update step, namely the posterior distribution parameters (s t|t ; n t|t ; μ (p) t|t ) in (34) and (25) together with the speech and noise covariance matrixP A,t|t in (36) . For clarity, in this section, the time-frame subscript, t, is omitted from all the random variables.
The prior distribution, p(s, n, φ, ψ), may be obtained from the KF prediction step outputs, μ μ μ (j) t|t−1 and P (j) t|t−1 in (18) and (19) , and from the KF prediction step output, μ (p) t|t−1 in (24), assuming that ψ is uniformly distributed, ψ ∼ U (−π, π). We assume that p(s, n, φ, ψ) = p(s, n) p(φ) p(ψ) can be decomposed as the product of three independent distributions over the domain −∞ < s, n < ∞ and −π < φ, ψ ≤ π.
To calculate the posterior distribution, we need to obtain the conditional distribution of (s, n, φ, ψ) subject to the observation constraint, (y, θ) = (y t , θ t ). Applying the complex observation constraint reduces the dimension of the distribution from four to two. To impose this constraint, we make a transformation of variables from (s, n, φ, ψ) to (u, y, γ, θ). Since the transformed parameterization includes y and θ as explicit variables, it becomes straightforward to impose the observation constraint. The remaining free parameters, u = n − s and γ = ψ − φ, were chosen because they are linear functions of the original parameters and because their domains of validity do not depend on the values taken by y t and θ t . This invertible transformation is given by When cos −1 (.) is taken to be within the range [0, π], (39)- (42) are over the domain −∞ < u, y < ∞ and −π < γ ≤ π.
To impose the observation constraint, we use the relationship e y +j δ = e s + e n +j γ illustrated by the STFT phasor diagram in Fig. 1. Equation (40) can be derived by multiplying e y +j δ = e s + e n +j γ by its complex conjugate to obtain e 2y = e s+n (e s−n + e n −s + 2 cos(γ)) and then taking the log of both sides. Equation (42) can be derived by writing e y +j θ − e s+j φ = e n +j ψ and multiplying this equation by its complex conjugate to obtain e 2y + e 2s − 2e s+y cos(δ) = e 2n .
The inverse transformation of (39)-(42) is given by v = s + n = 2y − log (2 cosh(u) + 2 cos(γ))
Using (39)- (48), the Jacobian matrix, ∂ (u, y , γ , θ) ∂ (s, n, φ, ψ ) , may be computed and its determinant is Δ = 1.
To calculate the posterior mean and covariance matrices,μ μ μ (j) t|t andP (j) t|t , that are required in the recorrelation step in (32) and (33), we compute (s t|t ; n t|t ) andP A,t|t in (34) and (38), respectively. To calculate the posterior mean, μ (p) t|t in (25), together with (s t|t ; n t|t ) andP A,t|t , we apply the observation constraint to form the conditional distribution p(u, γ|y, θ) and then compute expectations of the form
where f (.) = f (u, γ, y t , θ t ) is an arbitrary function and
where, in (50), (s, n, φ, ψ) are obtained from (u, γ, y t , θ t ) using (43)- (48) , p(u, γ, y t , θ t ) = |Δ| −1 p(s, n, φ, ψ). The first two moments of the posterior given (y t , θ t ) are computed using (50) . Substituting Δ = 1, we obtain
In (51), p(s, n, φ, ψ) = p(s, n) p(φ) p(ψ) is assumed. The prior phases are assumed to be independent of the prior log-spectra. As noted in Section II, ψ ∼ U (−π, π) and hence
In (52), the integration variables are u and γ and we note that, given the KF observation (y t , θ t ), the variables s, n and φ are functions of u and γ, according to (43)- (48) . Using 0 ≤ a, b ≤ 2, where a and b are integers, we now compute the first two moments of the posterior of (s, n) as E s a n b | y t , θ t ∝ γ u s a n b p(s, n)p(φ) du dγ. (53) In (53), p(φ) is used along with the mapping from E{x (p) t } to p(φ) using the vM distribution presented in Section II-A.
Similarly, using (52) , the posterior mean of x (p) t is given by
Equations (53) and (54) are used to compute the first two moments of the posterior distributions of the speech phase and of the speech and noise log-spectra. For (53) and (54), as described in more detail in Section IV-A, we use uniformly weighted sigma points for the outer integration over γ and numerical integration for the inner integration over u.
Equations (53) and (54) provide the link between Sections III-C and III-D. With (54), we compute μ (p) t|t in (25) and with (53), we calculate (s t|t ; n t|t ) in (34) . Finally, with (53), (38) .
E. Discussion of the KF Update Step
The nonlinear KF update in Section III-D computes the first two moments of the posterior of the speech and noise log-spectra and of the speech phase. The KF update in (39)-(54) uses a local prior for the speech phase from the speech phase KF prediction step, as shown in Fig. 3 . Using such a speech phase local prior, based on inter-frame speech phase modelling, is different from using the pitch and intra-frame phase correlation modelling, [30] , [36] . The KF update computes the speech phase posterior using the speech phase local prior together with the speech and noise log-spectra local priors.
The two related but distinct issues here are: (a) how the speech phase prior, p(φ t |Y t−1 ), is obtained and (b) how the speech phase prior is applied to obtain the speech estimate. Regarding (a), inter-frame speech phase modelling is performed using (24) . Regarding (b), (53) uses the speech phase prior to compute the clean speech estimate.
With (54), the complex-valued first circular moment for the speech phase posterior is estimated. As noted in Section II-A, the vM distribution can be computed from the first circular moment with moment matching, [34] . For the phase posterior, the speech phase concentration, κ (φ) t|t , of the vM distribution can be calculated. In the algorithm, correlation between κ (φ) t|t and the estimated speech log-spectrum is apparent in voiced frames. For voiced frames, κ (φ) t|t is large, which means that the posterior variance is small, and the estimated clean speech spectral log-amplitude, s t|t , is high. Conversely, in silence or unvoiced
t|t is small and s t|t is relatively low. Fig. 4 shows the absolute value of the complex-valued first circular moment, |μ (p)
t|t ), when white noise at the SNR Fig. 4 . Plot of |μ
t |t ) when speech with white noise at the SNR of 10 dB is used. Fig. 5 . The spectrogram, power per decade, of the clean speech signal that is used with noise in Fig. 4 . (55) and (56) . The plots also show the 0-dB-SNR u = 0 line, which is the dashed diagonal line. The ellipses are the covariance matrices of the prior (outer, blue) and posterior (inner, red) distributions with the means indicated by crosses. The background shading shows the log probability density function of the posterior distribution. Here: (a) the mean of the KF prior is on the 0-dB-SNR u = 0 line, and (b) the mean of the KF prior has a positive SNR. of 10 dB is used. According to Fig. 4, |μ (p) t|t | seems to pick out the harmonics of voiced speech shown in Fig. 5. Figs. 4 and 5 depict the relation between the speech spectrum and the concentration parameter of the vM distribution of the speech phase that characterizes voiced frames, [30] , [33] .
According to Fig. 4 , at high frequencies, κ (φ) t|t will be very low and the algorithm will make the speech phase equal to the noisy phase to avoid the introduction of artefacts. The speech phase, φ, is tracked in all frequency bins using (24) and (54) , in contrast to the algorithm in [36] where it is necessary to choose an upper bound, such as 4 kHz, as a frequency threshold to avoid introducing spurious artefacts in high frequency regions. Fig. 6 illustrates the means and the covariance matrices of the KF prior and posterior distributions when the proposed nonlinear KF update step in (39)-(54) is used. The ellipses are the covariance matrices of the prior (outer, blue) and posterior (inner, red) distributions. The background shading shows the log probability density function of the posterior distribution. In Fig. 6 , vM(μ
t|t−1 = 3.01, y t = 0 and θ t = 0 are used.
We now define the phase factor, α, by α = cos(γ), [21] . In Fig. 6 , the mean of the speech and noise KF posterior lies within the curvy triangle that is mathematically defined by
The curvy triangle defines the observation constraint region in the (s, n) plane, [21] . The curvy triangle in Fig. 6 and in (55) and (56) is related to the different values that α can take, [44] . In Fig. 6(a) , the mean of the KF prior is in the curvy triangle and on the u = 0 line, which is for SNR = 0 dB. In Fig. 6(b) , the mean of the KF prior is in the curvy triangle and off the u = 0 line. The mean of the KF posterior lies within the curvy triangle, within the observation constraint region.
In Sections III-B-III-D, the KF algorithm that performs speech log-spectrum and phase tracking with inter-frame modelling has been described. Speech phase tracking with (24) and (54) , taking into account the speech log-spectrum as explained in the end of Section III-B and in Fig. 3 , differs from estimating φ using the post-processing technique in [45] , as in [46] .
F. The Noise Prior
The noise prior, which is out of the KF loop according to Fig. 2 , constitutes a mechanism that helps the KF algorithm distinguish between speech and noise in order to solve the otherwise ill-conditioned problem of simultaneously tracking the speech and noise spectral log-amplitudes.
The KF-based local prior is given by
The next step is to consider the noise prior and include it in the proposed model. Using the noise prior, (57) becomes
where G (n) is the knowledge from the external noise prior and where we assume that the information in G (n) and Y t−1 is independent. In (58), p s t , n t |Y t−1 , G (n) is given by the multiplication of the correlated KF-based local prior for speech and noise, p(s t , n t |Y t−1 ), by the noise prior, p n t |G (n) . When the noise KF-based local prior has a small variance, then the algorithm weights the noise KF-based local prior more than p n t |G (n) . We note that the product of two Gaussian distributions is itself a Gaussian distribution. The noise prior is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution because, according to Fig. 2 , log-normal noise power modelling, [47] , [48] , is used to obtain the noise prior. Log-normal noise power modelling has previously been utilised in [47] and in [49] , [50] .
G. The Processing Outside the KF Loop
We now describe the processing that is carried outside the KF loop, outside the dotted rectangle in Fig. 2 . The speech precleaning in the "pre-cleaning" block in Fig. 2 applies a conventional enhancement algorithm, such as the Log-MMSE, [51] , to the noisy speech, as in [1] , [6] , and [20] . Speech pre-cleaning has also been used in [52] . The speech is then divided into overlapping modulation frames in the log-amplitude-spectral domain and AR(p) modelling is performed to estimate the coefficients a (s) t , ζ (s) t and (s) t in (7)- (9) . AR modelling is performed using the covariance method, estimating both the speech AR coefficients and the speech AR mean. Estimating the speech AR mean, ζ (s) t , is beneficial because we operate in the log-spectral domain and so ζ (s) t represents a positive scale factor in the amplitude spectral domain. The AR coefficients need to be estimated from noisy speech and their estimate is inevitably biased, [53] . The model misspecification error is reduced by speech pre-cleaning, according to [1] and [7] .
As indicated in Fig. 2 , the proposed algorithm also performs noise AR modelling. For the same reasons as for speech, the algorithm performs noise pre-cleaning. The noise pre-cleaning in the "pre-cleaning" block in Fig. 2 applies a voice activity detection (VAD), [12] , that is based on an one-pole smoother, as in [7] , and on the estimated SNR from the KF state. The VAD computesn t = λ tnt−1 + (1 − λ t )y t , wheren denotes the noise estimate and λ t is obtained from applying a sigmoid function to the estimated SNR, η t = exp(2s t − 2n t ), using λ t = (1 + exp(−η t )) −1 . The estimation of the noise parameters a (n) t , ζ (n) t and (n) t in (12) and (13) are created from noise AR(q) modelling in the same way as for speech.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
For the implementation of the modulation-domain Kalman filtering algorithm, we use acoustic frames of length 32 ms, an acoustic frame time increment of 8 ms, modulation frames of 64 ms and a modulation frame time increment of 8 ms. For the noise prior, we utilise external noise estimation based on [54] . For speech amplitude spectrum pre-cleaning, we use the Log-MMSE estimator, [51] . The KF state dimensions for speech and noise are respectively p = 2 and q = 2. For the mapping between the parameters of the circular vM distribution and its complex-valued first circular moment, we use [55] .
The algorithm processes each frequency bin independently, as discussed in Section II. Table I presents the pseudocode for the algorithm' s recursion for processing a single frequency bin. The pseudocode connects the different parts of the proposed KF algorithm. In Table I , step 7 continues the recursion.
In step 1 of Table I , in the KF prediction step, the speech and noise AR modelling parameters are obtained after pre-cleaning. Referring to Fig. 2 , speech pre-cleaning affects a (s) t . The KF prediction step propagates the first two moments of the speech and noise log-spectra and the first circular moment of φ.
2:
Decorrelation step: Calculateμ μ μ
t |t −1 using (29) and (30) .
3:
Multiply by the the non-KF-based noise prior using (58) .
4:
Perform the KF update step using the current-frame complex-valued noisy observation, y t and θ t . Impose the complex KF observation constraint and update the KF state mean and covariance matrix. Use equations (53) and (54) to compute the first two moments of the posterior of the current-frame speech phase and speech and noise log-spectra, as presented in Section III-D. Use sigma points for the integration over γ, as noted in Section IV-A.
5:
Recorrelation step: Compute μ μ μ (j) t |t and P (j) t |t using (32) and (33) .
6:
Store the current-frame estimated speech log-spectrum and phase from the updated KF state mean. According to Fig. 2 , the current-frame estimated speech log-spectrum and phase are used for ISTFT signal reconstruction.
7:
Repeat steps 1-6 with the noisy speech in the log-spectral and phase domains of length (M − 1) frames and with the updated KF state mean and covariance matrix.
A. Evaluation of Integrals
We now present the integration details of the KF update in Section III-D. Using (53) and (54), the KF algorithm computes the first two moments of the posterior of the speech and noise log-spectra and the first circular moment of the posterior of the speech phase, respectively. The inner integration over u is performed by numerical integration, using the MATLAB function integral with default parameters. The outer integration over γ is performed with weighted sigma points, using the Unscented transform, [23] , [56] , using G = 6 sigma points for approximating integration with summation, [21] . We use uniformly weighted sigma points for the outer integration over γ at γ = π 2 + π 0.5G z, where z = {0, 1, 2, . . . , G − 1}, and hence at γ ∈ {± π 6 , ± π 2 , ± 5π 6 }. This choice of sigma points and weights ensures that the integral is exact for harmonic functions up to order 5. This choice of sigma points includes sigma points at the values of γ corresponding to α = 0.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed modulation-domain Kalman filtering algorithm. We use a subset of the core test set of the TIMIT database, [57] , sampled at 16 kHz, to evaluate the algorithm in different noise types. We use 110 utterances from the TIMIT core test containing different sentence texts. We also use noise recordings from the RSG-10 database, [58] , at SNRs from 0 to 30 dB. Randomly selected noise segments are used in each test. Noisy speech is created at specific SNRs using [59] , using the active speech level from [60] .
The KF algorithm is evaluated in terms of speech quality with the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), [61] , metric. While PESQ has been initially developed for assessing the perceived quality of coded speech, it also shows good correlation with speech quality in the speech enhancement context, [12] . The proposed KF-based algorithm is also evaluated with the segmental SNR (SegSNR), cepstrum distance (CD), [62] , overall speech quality (OVRL), [63] , and short-time objective intelligibility (STOI), [64] , [65] , metrics.
The structure of the evaluation section is as follows. Section V-A presents the baselines that perform and that do not perform modulation-domain Kalman filtering. Section V-B evaluates the proposed KF algorithm in terms of speech quality and compares it with the non-KF and the KF baselines. Section V-C evaluates the KF algorithm using the STOI intelligibility metric. Section V-D examines computational complexity.
A. The Non-KF Baselines and the KF Baselines
The proposed algorithm is compared with two non-KF-based approaches to speech enhancement: (a) the traditional technique of Log-MMSE, [51] , with the MMSE noise estimator, [54] , and (b) the optimally modified log-spectral amplitude (OMLSA) estimator, [66] , with the improved minima controlled recursive averaging (IMCRA) noise estimator, [67] . The (a) and (b) algorithms constitute the non-KF baselines of this paper. The proposed algorithm is also compared with the two KF baselines presented in [21] . The first KF baseline performs speech log-spectrum tracking; the second KF baseline performs joint speech and noise log-spectra tracking, [21] .
We denote the proposed algorithm by SNPT that refers to speech, noise and phase tracking. We denote the algorithm in [21] by ST that refers to speech tracking, leaving out both noise and phase tracking. Correspondingly, leaving out phase tracking, we denote the KF algorithm in [21] by SNT that refers to speech and noise tracking. Hence, we compare SNPT with ST and SNT and, furthermore, we compare the proposed SNPT algorithm with the STA algorithm, which, similarly to [1] , performs speech tracking using a KF state in the amplitude spectral domain and an update that assumes speech and noise additivity in the amplitude spectral domain, [1] , [16] , [17] .
The proposed SNPT algorithm and the ST and SNT baselines, which have also been evaluated in [21] and [22] , use a KF state in the log-spectral domain and assume that speech and noise add in the complex STFT domain. SNPT, ST and SNT assume that γ ∼ U (−π, π) and that the speech and noise phases are independent. Considering the number of tracked quantities, SNPT tracks the most quantities. Considering the choice of signal model, STA assumes α = 1 and a simpler signal model than SNPT. The algorithm in [1] differs from STA in using a linear KF update step and the algorithms in [16] and [17] in using a KF as a post-processor that follows a conventional enhancer. STA, ST and SNT have lower computational complexity than SNPT because they leave out speech phase tracking.
B. Speech Quality Experimental Results
In this section, the SNPT algorithm is evaluated with speech quality metrics and compared to KF and non-KF baselines. To study the robustness of SNPT to noise, coloured boxplots of the differential (Δ) scores are used. For each result, a positive score indicates a higher metric score and better performance compared to the unprocessed noisy speech. The boxplots in Figs. 7-11 show the median, the inter-quartile range and the 5% and 95% points of the distribution of a speech quality metric. The upper horizontal axis shows the (raw) evaluation metric of noisy speech for the corresponding noise types.
The SNPT algorithm is evaluated in terms of PESQ improvement, ΔPESQ, compared to unprocessed speech, in Figs. 7 and 8. In this section, the proposed SNPT algorithm is also evaluated in terms of SegSNR improvement, ΔSegSNR, in Fig. 9 , in terms of CD improvement, −ΔCD, in Fig. 10 and in terms of OVRL improvement, ΔOVRL, in Fig. 11 . Fig. 7 shows that for each of the examined noise types, SNPT achieves a higher ΔPESQ metric score compared to the KF-baselines of ST and SNT, an even higher ΔPESQ score compared to the OMLSA non-KF baseline and a further higher ΔPESQ score compared to the Log-MMSE baseline. Fig. 7 shows that all algorithms give the greatest ΔPESQ at the SNR corresponding to a raw PESQ of about 2.0. For positive SNRs, SNPT is consistently better than the baselines for all the examined noise types, presenting greater differences compared to the non-KF algorithms. The benefits of SNPT are most apparent in stationary noise, in white and F16 noise, followed by babble and then by factory noise. SNT and ST are in babble noise only slightly better than OMLSA indicating that most of the improvement comes from tracking the speech phase. In Fig. 7 , Log-MMSE was consistently the worst of the tested algorithms. The median of SNPT is approximately 0.2 higher than the median of the two non-KF algorithms.
To examine the performance over a range of noise types, we evaluate the algorithms in Fig. 8 using four noise types with the average SNR for each noise type chosen to give a mean PESQ of 2.0 for the noisy speech. We use the noise types: white, babble, F16 and factory. Combining different noises into a single graph, Fig. 8(a) shows the average of the ΔPESQ scores for each algorithm. Fig. 8(b) shows the average of the difference in the ΔPESQ scores between the competing algorithms and SNPT and therefore excludes the effects of test material variability that are common to all algorithms.
In Fig. 8 , the proposed SNPT algorithm is compared to the STA KF baseline, as presented in Section V-A, using the ΔPESQ speech quality metric. Fig. 8(a) and (b) compare SNPT with the STA, ST and SNT KF baselines. The presented SNPT algorithm achieves a consistent improvement in PESQ compared to the KF baselines of STA, ST and SNT. Furthermore, Fig. 8(a) and (b) show that the presented SNPT algorithm has a higher PESQ improvement score compared to both the non-KF and the KF baselines. Considering the median values in Fig. 8(b) , the SNPT algorithm shows a higher PESQ improvement score of approximately 0.09 compared to the KF baselines of ST and SNT, and of approximately 0.18 compared to the non-KF baselines of OMLSA and Log-MMSE.
In Fig. 8(a) , the SNPT algorithm has an improvement in median PESQ values of approximately 0.9 compared to the unprocessed noisy speech. Considering Fig. 8(b) , for noisy speech signals with a PESQ score of 2.0, using the paired-sample t-test with Bonferroni correction, the difference in performance between the SNPT algorithm and each of the other algorithms was found to be significant with P < 0.01. Fig. 9 shows that for each of the tested noise types, SNPT achieves a SegSNR improvement, of approximately 2 dB on average, compared to Log-MMSE. All algorithms give the greatest ΔSegSNR at low SNRs with improvements of up to 9 dB. For white noise, SNPT gives a greater improvement in SegSNR than the other algorithms, especially at low SNRs. For other noise types, however, there is little difference between SNPT, SNT and ST. Compared to the unprocessed noisy speech, the proposed SNPT algorithm consistently improves the SegSNR metric and enhances the noisy speech signal. Fig. 10 shows the decrease in CD, −ΔCD, for each of the algorithms. Higher values of −ΔCD correspond to improved speech quality. For most positive SNRs and for each of the examined noise types, SNPT achieves a higher −ΔCD compared to the non-KF baselines. The −ΔCD of SNPT are higher for factory noise and for babble noise with an average improvement of about 0.5, followed by F16 noise and white noise. Comparing SNPT with the non-KF baselines, OMLSA and Log-MMSE, we observe a high −ΔCD improvement; comparing SNPT with the KF baselines, ST and SNT, we observe a smaller −ΔCD improvement. For the examined noise types, the SNPT, SNT and ST algorithms were consistently better than OMLSA and Log-MMSE in terms of −ΔCD.
According to Fig. 11 , the ΔOVRL results are similar to PESQ presenting the highest ΔOVRL gains for all algorithms at around 20 dB SNR. The ΔOVRL results in Fig. 11 are broadly consistent with the ΔPESQ results in Fig. 7 , but with less difference between the SNPT, SNT and ST KF algorithms. SNPT achieves a higher OVRL score, compared to the non-KF baselines. Compared to the unprocessed noisy speech, SNPT consistently improves the OVRL metric, with maximum ΔOVRL scores of approximately 1 in the middle SNRs.
According to our results, the performance of SNPT is mainly because of phase-sensitive log-spectrum estimation, as explained in the end of Section III-B. Both phase estimation and phase-sensitive log-spectrum estimation improve speech quality. From Figs. 7-11 and the analysis in Section V-B, SNPT shows consistent improvement compared to the non-KF and the KF baselines using PESQ, SegSNR, CD and OVRL.
C. Speech Intelligibility Metric Experimental Results
The SNPT algorithm is evaluated using the STOI metric that performs correlation in the modulation domain. Fig. 12 shows the ΔSTOI of SNPT, SNT, ST, OMLSA and Log-MMSE for the noise types of white, babble, F16 and factory. In Fig. 12 , the raw STOI scores were ≥0. 66 . In [64] , this score was found to correspond to intelligibility > 86% on two different databases.
The ΔSTOI values were very small for all algorithms and noise types. OMLSA was noticeably the worst at low SNRs. For SNPT, for 0 ≤ SNR ≤ 15 dB, marginal ΔSTOI improvements are obtained only for F16 noise.
D. Computational Complexity
In this section, we provide a brief analysis on the computational requirements of the proposed SNPT algorithm using the parameters in Section IV. The real-time factor, R, as defined in [68] is examined. Using MATLAB on a laptop equipped with an Intel Core i5 processor and using parallel computation with two cores for processing frequency bins in parallel, R = 31 for the presented SNPT algorithm and R = 17 for the ST and SNT KF baselines. The computational complexity of the SNPT algorithm is high because the speech phase is tracked, along with the speech and noise spectral log-amplitudes, for all frequencies using (24) and (54), because the KF update step in Section III-D is a joint speech log-amplitude and phase estimator and, in high frequencies, estimating the amplitude is important for improving speech quality, [12] . In [36] , the upper bound of 4 kHz is chosen for perceptual reasons. In the SNPT algorithm, the KF observation is the noisy phase and the KF will take care of the high frequencies on its own. If needed, the KF will make the speech phase equal to the noisy phase to avoid the introduction of spurious artefacts.
For a perceptual comparison, the reader is referred to [69] where some recordings processed by the proposed modulationdomain Kalman filtering enhancement algorithm are available.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a phase-sensitive enhancement algorithm that tracks the time evolution of the speech phase using circular statistics, along with the log-spectra of speech and noise. We create a KF prediction step that separately models the inter-frame relations of the speech log-spectrum, the speech phase and the noise log-spectrum. In addition, we create a phase-sensitive KF update step that models the nonlinear relations between the speech log-spectrum, the speech phase and the noise log-spectrum and computes their posterior distributions. In the nonlinear KF update step, considering the magnitude and phase of the speech and noise in each frequency bin separately, we start with a four-dimensional probability space and we impose a complex observation constraint that reduces the four-dimensional space to a two-dimensional space, using the phase difference between speech and noise and the phase difference between speech and noisy speech. Equations (39)-(54) describe the proposed KF update that is different from the normal linear KF update and is based on the decorrelation and recorrelation steps in Section III-C. Instrumental measures predict a consistent moderate speech quality improvement, compared to both non-KF and KF baselines, when using the SNPT modulation-domain Kalman filtering algorithm for a range of noise types, for positive SNRs.
